Nature Mobile

Materials:
- String or yarn
- Scissors
- Branches, leaves, pine cones, and other small plant materials
- Main branch for hanging the materials.
Step 1. Create a hanger by cutting a long piece of yarn or string at least 24 inches long. Tie one end of the string to one end of the main branch and the other end to the other end of the branch. This is the main branch where all of your materials will hang from.
Step 2. Cut pieces of yarn or string and tie one end of each string to each of your materials.

**Tips:** Tie the string to the stems of leaves. Wrap the string around the pine cones twice then tie it in place. Make a knot when you attach the string to the branches. Attach the materials by tying the other end of the string to the main branch where the materials will hang. Continue tying more materials to the branch until you are happy with your nature mobile design. You can hang your nature mobile outside on a branch or indoors from the ceiling or on the wall.